ITEM NUMBER: 140426001012

Solenoid valve for purified air or water.

230 VAC working voltage on the magnet coil.

Capacity 6.6 m³/hour at 1 bars pressure drop, equals (depending on the water supply pressure):
- Approx. 100 sprinklers with brown nozzle (140426002055)
- Approx. 15 sprinklers with yellow nozzle (140426002095)
- Approx. 90 Hardy-nozzles (140426003000)
- Approx. 900 Jet Fogger nozzles (140426004010)

Maximum water temperature: 85°Celsius.

Water pressure: 0.3-10 bar.

With RC-link. Fit this onto the climatic controller supply terminals to protect the internal electronics.

Supplied with fittings for installation on Ø32 mm PVC-pipe as shown.